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Questions
What are GMOs?  Are GMOs better for people than non 

GMO foods? Are GMOs bad for the human body to 

consume? The problem is most people don’t know the 

answers to these questions and just assume that GMOs 

are unhealthier than non GMO foods. 



Research
● What are GMOs

GMOs are genetically modified organisms. They can be bug repellent, need less water,  can 
be herbicide tolerant etc.

● Are GMOs dangerous 

There have been many studies when people first started using them but none of them have 
shown permanent damage. The only way that they could be dangerous is if there is stuff in them 
that people are allergic to. 

● Future Research 

GMOs can be used in the future to help people with crop failure from bugs or virus. GMO 
food products could have vaccines in them. We can conserve more wildlife in the future, so 
many things are possible. 



Materials 
● Thermometer Capable Of Measuring in Celsius

● Tape 

● Metal Rod Or Skewer

● Drill or Hammer and Nail 

● Large Metal Can 

● Small Metal Can 

● Can Opener 

● Jug or Large Container 

● Water

● Kitchen or Food Scale That Measures in Grams

● Non GMO chips

● GMO chips



Procedure 
● Take a GMO or non GMO chip and weigh it on the 

scale and record the weight (when weighing other 
chips make the same weight as the first chip 
weighed)

● Then pour half a cup of water into a small metal can 
● Put the chip onto the tinfoil and light it with a match 

or lighter
● Quickly place the large can over the piece of fruit 

directly above it and the can with the water 
● Measure the highest temperature of the water to 

find out how much calories it burned
● Once the chip has burned out record the weight 

again 
● Do at least 10 trails and for the chips and  record 

the weight for each one 



Analysis 
The Non GMO 
temperature got 
higher because 
more weight 
was burnt

The GMO 
temperature did not 
get as high as the 
Non GMO 
temperature 
because not as 
much weight was 
burnt



Future Research 
While collecting data I found out that the Non GMO chips have more oil than the 

other chips. Next time if I were to do this experiment again I should  somehow get rid 

of the oil because it might mess with the results again. Also we could expand the 

project by using more chips. To go into even more depth we could try liquids that 

way we get even more data to help us compare and find which one is better for sure 

instead of using just chips. 



Conclusion 
In conclusion we learned that overall GMO foods are healthier than Non GMO 

foods. In this experiment we used chips and found out that the Non GMOs were less 

healthy, they were more oily. The GMO chips had less oil and burned less than the 

Non GMO chips. 
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